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The answer to Test 41 is option 1: they had to amputate her leg.
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In the AH Chart of that day we see:




Saturn, Ruler of the 8th (surgery) conjunct the AH Ascendant
Saturn, Classic Ruler of the 9th House (leg) square Pluto
Jupiter (Ruler of the 1st natal House) in the 8th House opposite the Ruler of the 1st
AH House, Mercury/Floating Mc and trine Pluto: surgery and losing her leg

----8 Astrologers participated in the Test. 5 Astrologers found the correct answer. You can
read their findings below in order of receipt.

o Christine Kaspers (Netherlands)
uses Vedic Astrology
She was that day in a Jupiter-Mercury-Jupiter-Jupiter Dasha
 In her rasi Jupiter receives an aspect from Mars, Lord of the 1st = her body and of
the 6th = problems. Mars has to do with knives, cutting etc.. Jupiter also receives an
aspect from Saturn, which is in the 8th House in her rasi, pointing to operation and
Lord of the 3rd , moveable parts of your body, f.i. legs. Saturn itself as Lord of the
3rd can point to restriction of using your legs and Saturn is aspecting the Maha
Dasha Jupiter out of Gemini, that has besides other things to do with moving,
walking, legs.
 Her Bhukti that day was Mercury
Sitting in the 1st of body as Lord of the 8th (surgery). Mercury is aspected by Mars,
lord of the 6th and 1st ; problems with her body. Mercury is Lord of the 8th , surgery.
Also the 8th House has to do with changes in your life you cannot ever reverse, for
instance death.
Mercury itself is aspecting Mars, lord of the 1st and 6th . See above.
Mercury is a karaka for moveable things, for instance legs, movement etc.
In transit Jupiter is that day in Libra, lord of the 12th House in her rasi pointing to hospital
and loss.
In transit Mercury is in Aries, her 6th house of problems and besides that aspecting in her
rasi Venus in the 12th house of hospital and loss.
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o Michèle Modena (France)
uses the AH Technique



Mercury Ruler of the AH 1st House conjunct the Floating MC opposite Jupiter leg,
on the axis 2 - 8
Uranus Ruler of the semi-square Jupiter and Saturn Ruler of the 8th and 9th on the
Ascendant square Pluto

o Aurore Paquet (France)
uses Classic Astrology Sola Return
Diviseur Venus is in its own Sign in the natal Chart aspects the Ascendant and Mercury
Ruler of the 6th (illness, health problems). This is an important aspect.
Venus Ruler of the 5th and 10th House in the 9th
In the Solar Return of 1969 the woman is 26 yrs.










Venus SR is in Exile and rules the 6th and 12th (intercepted) House
Venus square Mars and square natal Jupiter, Ruler of the 1st natal House
(body/health)
Saturn is the Yearlord. In the natal Chart Saturn is opposite the Ascendant and
Mercury. Saturn Rules the 1st and 2nd natal House .
Mercury, Ruler of the 9th , thigh and legs
in the SR the Profected Ascendant is in Aquarius where the transit Moon and Mars
(Ruler of the 12th SR House of hospitals) are: this year is marked by accidents and
upheavals
Saturn in the 12th Ruler of the 8th SR House
Saturn retrograde in the 2 theme and Year Lord, unfortunate in the 12th indicates
the native will experience a suffering and a very serious injury
hebdomane Saturn

o Lakshmi Krishnamoorthy (India)
uses Khullar's Sub Sub Lord method
Dasa on the day of event was Ju-Me-Ju-Ju-Ju.
 Dasa Lord Jupiter has positional status and virtual SSL of 8 th cusp. Jupiter
involves Ascendant, 9th House and 12th House through its Star Ketu/Sat and
commits to 8th House
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Bhukti Lord Mercury with PS being source at 9 involves 1 and commits to 8 and
12. Jupiter transits in Venus Sign and Rahu Star. Rahu is SSL of the 8th cusp and
Venus is significactor of 1,8,9 and 12. Transit confirm this.

o Christy (USA)
uses transits and Yoga’s











transit Mars conjunct natal Uranus, indicating a possible explosion and a sudden,
unexpected event
transit 1st Lord Jupiter (Atmakaraka, self-significator) is conjunct Venus, the 6th
Lord and 11th Lord (6th from the 6th ). Venus starves Jupiter (Kshudhita Avastha)
The 6th House is badly afflicted by transit with a four-planet conjunction,
indicating danger to the woman's health and potential accidents
looking at the Age Harmonic Chart, the angles are badly afflicted, indicating harm
to the body: Ketu conjunct MC, 8th Lord Saturn sits on the Ascendant, and a MarsPluto-Rahu conjunction occurs on the IC
Age Harmonic L6 Mars inconjunct L12 Venus at zero degrees
this woman has two natal yoga’s for "damaged and broken limbs."
her Atmakaraka Jupiter is conjunct the natal 8th bhava cusp and conjunct both
Rahu and L12 Pluto, indicating strong likelihood of physical harm to the body
Natally, the 8th bhava cusp Lord sits in the Ascendant, bringing accidents and
death-like experiences to her. To worsen the situation, her natal Ascendant degree
is opposed by a Mars-Saturn-Uranus conjunction in the 7th House, which increases
the likelihood of sudden trauma and significant damage to the body

--Happy New Year to you all!
A new Test will be published round and about February 1st 2019
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